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Abstract Since the agent-based models we design have stochastic ele-

ments and many potential parameter combinations, multiple model runs

that sweep parameters are conducted, creating large quantities of compu-

tationally generated, hyper-dimensional, “big data”. Understanding the

model’s implications required structured exploration of these complex

output data. In response to this need, the MIRACLE team has developed

a cloud-based community platform that presents prototype examples of

output and analysis methods for agent-based models of coupled human-

natural systems (ABM-CHANS). We anticipate that the platform will

facilitate improved communication within research groups, as well as

increasing access and transparency for external research communities.

This paper provides contextual background and a tutorial introduction

to the MIRACLE data storage and analysis web tool.

1 Introduction

Pioneering work has demonstrated the scientific utility of agent-based models of

coupled human-natural systems (ABM-CHANS) [36,41,42]; however, development

of ABM-CHANS has posed many challenges [46]. In the last ten years, model

communication and transparency have been dramatically improved in the agent

based modelling community, based on improved standards for documenting,

validating, verifying, and archiving models [37,40,45,51].

Yet, even with these advances, substantial challenges for the scientific replica-

bility of ABM-CHANS remain. Replicability requires complete access to model

assumptions, code, output data, and analysis methods. Platforms such as the

ComSES OpenABM archive [1] provide model code archive facilities, which are

increasingly being used by individuals and academic journals. However, in spite

of increasing access to model code, most models are run only by the team that

developed them. A preliminary analysis conducted by CoMSES Net of 199 publi-

cations has found that only 31 publications that reference computational models

are properly archiving their models [39]. This means opportunities to build on

existing models in order to advance research and decision making are lost. While
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journal requirements for code archiving can increase the availability of code, we

hypothesize that one factor leading to a lack of use of existing model code is

the relative complexity and technical challenge of adapting another user’s code,

especially for modellers in the social and life sciences who traditionally lack access

to computer science training [32].

Of equal importance for ABM-CHANS replicability is the availability of model

output data and the analyses and computational workflows that transformed that

data into statistically significant results. For scientific experimentation, ABM-

CHANS are often run using multiple stochastic seeds and parameter sweeps to

generate large output databases of virtual “big data”. Given the high degree

of agent decision-making and characteristic heterogeneity and complex spatial

and network interactions, ABM-CHANS are capable of producing enormous

data outputs. However, as the production of such output data is often time and

resource-intensive, without good tools, researchers may be tempted to limit the

size of their model runs or to explore only small portions of the output space,

reducing the quality of their results. For other research groups, output replication

is further challenged by the fact that the model’s software environment can be

highly specialized, and not necessarily portable [47]. Even if other researchers

get the models running, replicating output data is not always feasible without

the provision of all setup files that the original researcher used to generate the

output on which they based a scientific article. Replicating output data may

also be infeasible for pragmatic reasons: lack of access to CPU time and/or disk

space. The result is that other researchers cannot test and explore the models’

conclusions.

Even with good access to model output data, challenges for analysis and

communication remain. Generic data analysis techniques are rarely suitable for

agent based model output; rather, specialized analysis methods are needed [34].

While ABM-CHANS modellers are developing such specialized approaches [43],

most are not yet part of standard statistical packages. Without appropriate

protocols for even within-group sharing and archiving analysis algorithms, the

opportunity for complete replicability may disappear with the departure of a

research group member or a computer crash.

Increasing the utility of ABM-CHANS models, and ultimately their influence,

therefore, depends upon solving the problem of effectively sharing model output

data and the data analysis workflows used to transform that data into a research

finding of interest. Finding solutions to store and make directly available model

output data is central to improving the communication and transparency of

model results and thus the impact of agent-based models.

There is currently no standard for agent based modellers to store and make

available their model workflows, output data, and analysis algorithms. The

MIRACLE project, funded through the international Digging into Data initiative,

is an attempt to build a consistent, usable tool that is freely accessible from

any computer, uses modern web standards, and makes the results of large sets

of model runs immediately accessible to any interested user. It removes the

need to download code, run a model, or replicate data output. Furthermore
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the tool provides built-in statistical analysis techniques so other researchers can

easily explore and ask new questions of the data. It thus has the potential to

dramatically reduce the barriers to exploring the results from ABM-CHANS

research.

This paper is a guide to using the MIRACLE tool online and also provides

instructions for setting up the MIRACLE software stack on your own server. It

begins with a review of existing alternative platforms and tools for managing

model output data and analysis scripts, and an introduction to the MIRACLE

system. We will then demonstrate a typical workflow of using MIRACLE, from

uploading model information, output data, and analysis scripts, to annotating

these datasets and scripts with contextual metadata, running analysis scripts

with different parameterization, and sharing particular results with selected other

users. Finally we comment on the current state of the prototype and discuss next

steps.

2 Literature review

A number of code and data archival initiatives have sprung up recently alongside

calls for greater transparency and reproducibility in the computational sciences

[33,54,53]. Although these initiatives take a useful first step towards preserving

the software artifacts that a given research finding depends on, they fail to

comprehensively address specific challenges outlined above facing researchers

that use ABMs or other complex simulation tools. MIRACLE will differentiate

itself by addressing these needs while integrating with existing tools. Nothing in

this space exists.

2.1 Similar data and analysis archiving platforms

A number of attempts have been made to create software platforms for preserving

research data and software. There are general-purpose platforms such as Dataverse

[2], CKAN [3], myExperiment [4], figshare [5], and the Open Science Framework

[6], and discipline-specific platforms such as GenAP [7], CyVerse [8], and SEAD [9].

Dataverse, developed by Harvard University, is one of the oldest and most widely

used generic data archive platforms today. It supports data and file management,

metadata entry, basic statistical analysis and visualization tools, and an API

for extension. CKAN is similar to Dataverse but adds further functionalities

in geospatial data visualization and community functions (commenting on and

following datasets). The myExperiment framework focuses on running and sharing

workflows. The Open Science Framework supports end-to-end archival of the

entire research process from inception, providing collaborative tools like wikis to

be used during a project’s active lifecycle, versioning for documents and other

files, and integration with external data services and repositories like Dataverse

and GitHub.

Data and analysis scripts in a specific research field often share common

characteristics unique to that discipline that are not easily captured by general-
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purpose platforms. While it is still possible to preserve such data on general-

purpose platforms, it can be difficult to navigate and perform meaningful analyses

on them. In light of these issues, there have been several attempts to build

discipline-specific data archive and reproducibility platforms. For example, GenAP

is a computing platform designed for genetics and genomics researchers to share

research data and analysis pipelines. Building on top of the Compute Canada HPC

infrastructure, GenAP allows research groups and users to instantiate their own

analysis virtual machine and submit analysis jobs via a web interface. CyVerse

aims to build a large scale cyberinfrastructure for research in the life sciences.

The core components of CyVerse are Atmosphere (a cloud-computing platform

that allows user to create and launch own virtual machines pre-configured with

CyVerse-provided software, datasets and workflows) and a Discovery Environment

that provides web access to existing bioinformatics software and analysis results.

The MIRACLE project shares similar goals with these tools, but for the study of

ABM-CHANS output data.

2.2 A platform designed for ABM research

With the unique characteristic of ABM research in mind, MIRACLE builds

off existing work by CoMSES on building community tools for computational

modelling [40,51], and by the University of Waterloo on building ABM input and

output data exploration tools [50,55]. Based on the proposed metadata standard

for ABM output data [49], MIRACLE automatically groups output data based

on the structure of the parameter sweep data, and creates analysis run interfaces

that allow users to easily explore data in the parameter space. By recording each

analysis run on the platform, MIRACLE also captures the provenance of the

research workflow.

MIRACLE infrastructure is based on microservices [35] implemented in

lightweight Docker [10] containers, with each component running in its own

isolated and secure container environment. This architecture allows MIRACLE to

fully preserve the computing environment of each individual project and mitigates

software conflicts and server security concerns. In a minimized setting, MIRACLE

employs five containers:

– A MIRACLE app container developed using the Django Rest Framework

[11,12] with a front-end built on React.js [13] and Bootstrap [14]. This front

end provides web based workflows for metadata management for users and

their projects, datasets, and analysis scripts as well as interfaces for uploading

project archives and running analysis scripts on uploaded data with custom

parameters

– A PostgreSQL [15] database container used by the Django app

– An R script execution container based on Microsoft’s DeployR Open software

[16] to securely run R scripts in a sandboxed environment. MIRACLE only

supports R scripts as of this writing, as R is the most popular open source

data analysis software in scientific research [44], but we plan to add support

for Python and more languages in the future
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– A Shiny apps container based on RStudio’s Shiny Server open source edition

[17], which runs a customized version of the open source Radiant analytics

software [18] and any user-provided Shiny and RMarkdown apps
– A web proxy container that uses NGINX [19] to deliver requests securely to

the MIRACLE Django app, DeployR, and the Shiny apps containers

Figure 1. Architecture plan of MIRACLE

MIRACLE is designed to be elastic based on demand. The system can be

configured to automatically create and spin up new containers for new projects

and users, while the containers share system resources for maximum hardware

utilization4. A detailed design of MIRACLE will be presented in an upcoming

paper.

3 A user guide to the system

This section presents a step-by-step user guide for the MIRACLE platform.

3.1 Creating account and project

MIRACLE supports local and external sign-ins. You can choose to create a

dedicated account, or use an existing account from an external website like

GitHub, Twitter, Facebook and Google.

4 This feature is currently under development.
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After you login, you will be presented with the Dashboard, which lists your

projects and their recent activities. You can create a new project by clicking the

NEW button at the upper right corner, and providing a project name, a unique

short name, a description of your project and a list of project members.

Recent Activity lists recent activities by your project members, including

project creation, metadata editing, recent script runs, comments inside your

project, and sharing of results.

3.2 Uploading your archive

You can upload your archive to MIRACLE using the drag-and-drop interface in

the Upload archive tab of your project. See Sect. 3.7 for a detailed guide on

how to prepare your data and scripts for use on MIRACLE.

After uploading your archive, MIRACLE will process your archive by:

– Extracting available metadata in your data files and scripts

– Categorizing your data files into data groups. Each data group contains a set

of files with identical column structure. This facilitates metadata entry and

management

– Making your data files and scripts accessible to the Radiant-based Data

Explorer and the R script execution environment.

3.3 Metadata management

You can manage metadata for your data files using the Data groups tab. MIRA-

CLE automatically extracts column names and provides best-guesses for column

types to reduce your workload.

3.4 Data explorer

MIRACLE uses a modified version of the R and Shiny-based Radiant business

analytics tool [18] to enable exploration of uploaded data files. Users can run

exploratory data analysis including data manipulation, visualization and common

statistical analyses using an intuitive user interface. Documentation and tutorial

of Radiant can be found on its website [18]. Figure 2 shows an example of using

the Data Explorer to explore the output data of the LUXE agent-based land

market model [38] by generating a scatterplot of the relationship between open

space amenity and transaction price of land.

3.5 Run scripts

All R scripts that conform to the scripts preparation guidelines (Sect. 3.7.2) will

be listed in the Analysis and scripts tab. MIRACLE automatically manages

all requirements for a script to run, including input data, parameter ranges and

package dependencies. When you click Run script, a parameter window will pop-

up, asking you to choose or enter input parameters as defined in Sect. 3.7.2. After
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Figure 2. The data explorer based on Radiant

confirming your input parameters, an asynchronous backend task is scheduled to

run the script in a sandboxed environment, and the MIRACLE web application

will notify you when the task is completed and any generated results are ready

to be viewed. Figure 3 shows an example of the input parameter window when

running an analysis script from the LUXE model [38]. The parameter names and

values are automatically extracted from the analysis script code (see Sect. 3.7.2).

All previous runs of the scripts in this project will also be listed on this

tab in the Outputs section. You can view the details of any runs including

input parameters and output files, and view the scripts themselves with syntax

highlighting directly on the website. You can also download any output files and

scripts to your own computer. Figure 4 shows the output from a previous run of

the visualization code from the LUXE model [38].

3.6 Comment and sharing

An important feature of MIRACLE is commenting and sharing, which enables

easy communication and collaboration within and among research groups. For

example, if you run the visualization script from the LUXE model with a specific

parameter combination and notice an interesting land use pattern (Fig. 4), you
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Figure 3. Run analysis script with custom input parameters

can easily share the result using the Share button. You can also leave comments

within each project.

3.7 Project archive preparation

To use MIRACLE to its full potential, you need to arrange your project data

files and scripts according to a predefined filesystem folder structure. This is

necessary for MIRACLE to correctly identify and store each type of data, and to

make scripts/apps runnable on the website without manual intervention.

As of this writing, the required folder structure for MIRACLE is5:

MIRACLE_ROOT
SHORT_NAME

apps
shiny_app

ui.R
rmd

file.rmd
data
docs
output
src

packrat
init.R

where

– MIRACLE_ROOT is the root directory of your R project5.

– SHORT_NAME is the project short name that you specified when you create

your project on MIRACLE5.

5 We plan to remove the requirements of having a top-level MIRACLE_ROOT folder

and a SHORT_NAME that matches your online project, in the next release when we

complete the project-specific container infrastructure.
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Figure 4. Results from previous analysis runs

– apps folder contains interactive applications such as Shiny apps and RMark-

down documents. Each Shiny app should be in its own folder, while all

RMarkdown documents go to the rmd folder. Shiny apps and RMarkdown

documents should reference data using relative paths.
– data folder contains all model output data. See Sect. 3.7.1 for recommenda-

tions on generating and preparing model output data.
– docs folder contains all documentation for the project.
– output folder contains all output files from scripts or apps.
– src folder contains R code and private R libraries not in a repository. See

Sect. 3.7.2 for instructions on how to make your R scripts compatible with

MIRACLE.
– packrat folder contains all R package dependencies used by the project. This

folder is automatically generated when you use RStudio [20] and packrat [21]

to manage your R dependencies. See Sect. 3.7.3 for preparation instructions.
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3.7.1 Model output data guidelines
To make it easier for you to manage your data and metadata, and to make your

scripts run more efficiently on MIRACLE, we recommend that you generate your

model output data according to the following guidelines:

– Choose open file formats [52] to preserve your data. For structured data,

we recommend csv, dbf or SQL databases. A simulation output file format

survey at ESSA 2014 found that csv was the most popular output format for

social simulation models [48]. Currently MIRACLE only supports managing

metadata for csv files, but we plan to support more formats in the near

future.

– csv files must have proper headers with non-empty column names. Column

names should not start with numbers.

– Avoid generating a large number of small files from your ABM model, as

writing and reading small files is very inefficient and creates one of the major

bottlenecks of modern computing. We recommend that individual file size be

in the magnitude of megabytes (MB).

– Group data files of identical column structure into a single folder. It is

recommended that each folder contain one and only one type of files.

3.7.2 Scripts preparation guidelines
A few simple modifications are recommended to make your R scripts fully com-

patible with MIRACLE. These modifications enable MIRACLE to automatically

load package dependencies, dynamically create parameter input forms where you

can run scripts with different parameters, and link your data to your scripts.

MIRACLE uses Microsoft’s DeployR open source edition [16] to execute R scripts

and uses the deployrUtils R package to manage dependencies, parameters and

input data. You must install deployrUtils before you make these modifications6.

Dependencies 78

In your R code, simply replace library(package_name) or require(package_name

) with deployrUtils::deployrPackage("package_name").

Input parameters To enable the parameter input interface for users to explore

the parameter space of your data (see Fig. 3), you must manually mark all input

parameters in your R code with deployrUtils::deployrInput. For example,

the code below, from an analysis script from the LUXE model [38], declares that

the parameter sdp2 is a numeric value and has a default value of 0.4, with all

possible values being 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5.

6 These modifications are not applicable to RMarkdown documents and Shiny apps.
7 We plan to remove the requirement of dependency declaration with deployrPackage

in the next release when we complete the project-specific container infrastructure.
8 It is best to perform this step as the very last step of the archive preparation process,

after enabling the private packrat dependency repository (see Sect. 3.7.3), as

packrat does not automatically recognize dependencies declared by deployrUtils
at the moment.
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deployrUtils::deployrInput(’{"name": "sdp2", "label": "Standard
deviation of preference to proximity", "render": "numeric",
"default": 0.4, "valueList": [0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]}’)

MIRACLE supports three different methods of defining possible values for a

parameter:

– "valueList": [100, 200, 300] lists all possible values one-by-one.

– "valueRange": [min, max, interval] defines possible values as all val-

ues between (including) the min and max values with the specified interval.

– "valueSet": [0.60,0.65,0.70,0.75,0.80] means that the value can be

any subset of the provided list ([0.60] or [0.60, 0.70, 0.80] in this

example).

Input data In all places that your scripts access input data files, replace the file

references with deployrUtils::deployrExternal. For example,

data <- read.csv(file = deployrExternal(file_path_string))

where file_path_string is the data file path relative to the R project root

folder.

3.7.3 Archive preparation guidelines
MIRACLE uses packrat from RStudio to preserve your R code package

dependencies and make your scripts fully reproducible using the exact same

version of R and R packages on the cloud-based platform. Among the several R

package dependency management tools available [22,23], packrat was chosen as

it allows maximum flexibility in preserving package dependencies from not only

public CRAN repositories, but also GitHub and private repositories.

The easiest way to use packrat is to create your project using RStudio, or

import your existing project into RStudio, then in Project Options of RStu-

dio, check Use packrat with this project. Packrat will create an isolated

private package library for this project, and store the source code for all depen-

dencies in such a way that it can be easily restored on another computer or

on the MIRACLE server9. A detailed user guide of packrat is available on its

website [24].

Once you have organized your data and scripts according to the guidelines

above and enabled packrat package management, you can create a project

archive that contains your data, scripts, and R package dependencies using the

command packrat::bundle(). The resulted tar.gz file is ready to be uploaded

to MIRACLE.

We have prepared two example projects using the guidelines above, which

are available in our GitHub repository [25].

9 packrat restoration on MIRACLE server is part of the project-specific container

infrastructure and is currently under development.
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3.8 MIRACLE server setup guide

The MIRACLE server itself is also fully reproducible. You can set up the MIRA-

CLE platform on your own server with a few simple steps. MIRACLE works on

any Linux distributions that support the latest versions of Docker and docker-

compose.

– Install Docker and docker-compose.

– Download the MIRACLE source code using git clone https://github.

com/comses/miracle.

– Create configuration files based on docker-compose.yml.example and

django/miracle/settings/local.py.example.

– Change all passwords, keys and secrets used in the app, and change NGINX

settings according to your requirements. A detailed list of the changes required

can be found on our GitHub repository homepage [26].

– Build and run the system using ./build.sh. This will build and instantiate

the containers with all required software. The first build takes approximately

one hour (depending on hardware), but subsequent startup should only take

about 15 seconds.

4 Ongoing work, future directions, and conclusions

For the next release of MIRACLE, we plan to add automated creation and

management of project-specific containers. This feature will make it easier to

prepare project archives, and make MIRACLE able to automatically preserve

and restore all package dependencies of analyses, making them fully reproducible.

In the longer run, we plan to add the following features to make MIRACLE

a more flexible and powerful platform for ABM researchers:

– Platform functions
– Support for more data analysis and visualization languages such as Python

and Scala (using Jupyter [27] or Apache Zepellin [28])

– Improved support for provenance tracking and workflow management to

track the entire user workflow and the provenance of all data files, and support

for easy sharing of workflows within and beyond the platform. The work will

be based on established workflow management software such as YesWorkflow

[29] or Luigi [30]

– Implementing universal search to make it easier to find information within

the website

– Integration and extension
– Integration of analysis methods for dimension reduction in ABM output data

[43] to make it easier to explore and identify patterns in the high-dimensional

output data created by parameter sweeps

– Integration with existing data archives to make it possible for users to

directly import or access data on these services, and exposing metadata to

open data initiatives like DataOne [31]

– Connection to the Compute Canada HPC infrastructure to make it more

efficient to run computing-intensive analyses
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– A REST API to make it easier for users to interact with data and tools

hosted by MIRACLE

– Community building
– Working with developers of ABM software to incorporate standard metadata

generation into Repast Simphony and Netlogo

– Following the model established by CoMSES Net, implementing a peer-

review protocol to certify model analysis archives, and forging agreements with

journals that publish model-based social and ecological science to require or

recommend that their authors make their model output and analysis available

through MIRACLE

Ultimately, by integrating MIRACLE with the existing CoMSES OpenABM

model source code archive [1], and adding support for running ABM models

directly in the cloud, we plan to provide a cloud-based solution for the entire

workflow of ABM research from model creation to model execution, output data

generation, data analysis and visualization, and publication review and dissem-

ination. By integrating rich metadata, provenance tracking and visualization

functions with community features such as commenting, voting, sharing and

forums, the integrated platform will facilitate easy reuse of models, output data

and analysis tools both within the ABM community and for the general public.

We believe that sharing model output data can accomplish many of the goals

of code sharing, perhaps more efficiently and with fewer barriers. It also lets other

researcher explore new parameter spaces, or use different algorithms. Sharing

of analysis algorithms may jump start development of complex-systems specific

output analysis methods. Although MIRACLE is designed to serves the specific

needs of the ABM-CHANS community, we ultimately hope it will provide a

standard for all agent-based modellers to share and explore model output data.

We hope thus that the tool is helpful for advancing high standards of replicability

in ABM-CHANS research; and by increasing the quality of results, we hope it

will increase the impact of and trust in that research.
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